
The Ultimate Guide to Ranking on Amazon

The Amazon SEO Crash Course
A Guide To Skyrocket Your Amazon Sales

Learn the 80/20 of ranking inside of Amazon. Learn how to optimize your 
listings, up your conversion rates, get great reviews, and improve your rankings 
inside of the Amazon search engine in order to boost your sales to record highs. 
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Optimize your product page, 
increase conversions, improve 
your rankings and grow sales

This Amazon SEO Crash Course will show you exactly 
how to optimize your Amazon listings in order to 
improve your rankings and grow your sales. These 
are the exact methods that the power Amazon 
sellers use to produce massive results.

Once you decide upon the keywords you are going 
to rank for, we recommend that you start tracking 
your keywords positions as soon as possible in order 
to monitor which changes are working, and which 
are not. You can do that with our Keyword Tracker in 
AMZ Tracker. 

If this checklist seems too daunting for you worry 
not, you can use AMZ Tracker’s one click on-page 
optimization checklist to get a complete overview 
of the areas that you can improve upon. While this 
Crash Course is intended to get you started and to 
be used as a quick reference, the real gold lies in 
the daily emails over the next 14 days. We’ll walk you 
through this optimization checklist step by step to 
make sure you’re fully optimized and you’re getting 
the most out of your product listing.

https://www.amztracker.com/


Areas Of Amazon 
Listing Optimization

The Product Title •
The Bullets •

The Images • 
The long form description • 

The Product Information • 
Backend Keywords •

The Reviews •
The Super URL •

Ninja Tactics and other tips and tricks •



A. Use your EXACT targeted keyword phrases in your title
B. Use your main keyphrase early on in your title
C. Use LOTS of supporting secondary keywords (size/brand/color/etc)
C. Improve your click through rate by making your title extra compelling

Your products title is one of the most important parts of your listing. It’s the first thing your 
potential customers will see, and it heavily influences the Amazon search engine rankings. 

These are the four main basics for your title:

Your two goals here are to catch the attention of the Amazon users, and to optimize for as many 
keywords as possible. The more keywords you target, the more keywords you can rank for. Also, 
there is no need to replicate keywords here.

Here’s an example of a bad title: Here’s an example of a better title

The #1 Rated iPhone 6 case in the  world.
Matte black finish, and incredibly lightweight.

iPhone 6 case. Black. Lightweight.

The Product Title

 IF YOU WANTED TO TAKE IT EVEN FURTHER 
TO TRY AND RANK FOR MORE “LONGTAIL” 
KEYWORDS, YOU COULD TRY THIS:

THE #1 Rated Thin iPhone 6 Case in the World. 
Matte Black Finish. Best Slim Lightweight Case 
For iPhone 6 In Existence. Highly Protective 
Cases and Loved By All.

Don’t be afraid to make your title extra long. 
You are allowed 500 characters, use them.
Some titles can get extremely long, and from 
an SEO perspective this is ok, even if it looks a
little silly sometimes. Just don’t let it hurt your 
click-through rate.

PRO TIP:
Here you can see that we 
targeted all of the following 
phrases:

• Thin
• Black
• Best
• Slim
• Protective
• Lightweight
• iPhone 6 case
• Case for iPhone 6
• “case” and “cases”



The Bullets

A. Use all 5 of the bullet point areas, these 
are front and center on your product listing.

B. Use capital letters for the first few “main” 
words of each bullet point to emphasize your 
most important selling features.

C. Repeat all variations of your keyword 
phrases in a natural way. Also include relevant 
supporting keywords that a user might type 
into the Amazon search bar.

D. Try and sell extra products using 
bulk discounts on the 5th bullet point to 
significantly increase your profit per sale.

BUY 3 SAVE 25% - We love 
our customers and want 
them to love us too. If you 
buy 3 or more of our iPhone 
6 cases you can immediately 
save 25% at checkout (no 
coupon necessary). Buy for a 
friend or loved one and save 
together

Pro Tip: Study copywriting, to create 
a higher converting title and bullet 
points.

Here’s an 
example of a 
bulk discount

The bullet points are the 2nd most important area on your listing.
Here your goals are to:



The Images

Pro tip: If you think you don’t need 6 product images, you can use some of your images to build trust, 
such as guarantees, a “made in America” badge or other symbols of quality or loyalty. Technically it’s 
against the rules, but everyone does it.

The Three Basics Of Images:

A. Use all available image spots. The Amazon search engine loves lots of images
B. Your main images should be at least 1000x1000 to enable zooming
C. Invest in high quality images

To be blunt you will never have good sales without good images. Images are 
one of the #1 influencers of purchases.
Bad images = bad conversion rate = bad Amazon rankings.



The Product Information

A. Include ALL relevant keywords that you might want to rank for. Colors/      
    sizes/details/benefits/etc.
B. It’s a great place to pre-answer any questions a potential buyer may have. Settle  
    their doubt ahead of time.
C. Make your product sound awesome! Really sell it to them!

The Basics

The Product Description

This is another great place to optimize your listing.



Seller Backend Keywords
These are the backend “meta” keywords that you add in your seller dashboard. 
No one besides you can see these, so it’s a great place to really keyword-stuff 
all relevant phrases.

A. Again use your EXACT main keyword phrases once  
    each (singular and plural).

B. Add in all supporting keywords

C. You can also put in your competitors brand names to  
     possibly start ranking for their products



THE REVIEWS

A. Make sure your product has plenty of 
great reviews. Start with at least 15 5-star 
reviews for easy niches, and much more 
for more competitive spaces.

B. Use the AMZ Tracker Amazon Review 
Club to get early traction for your products. 
We connect you with authentic and eager 
Amazon reviewers looking to try out your 
product in exchange for a review. 

C. Respond to bad reviews immediately 
(You can get notified with AMZ Tracker’s 
review monitoring to make it easy)

Ask your incentivized review to use your keywords in the 
reviews. Don’t make it look fake, but if it makes sense to include 
a keyword such as “best shower speaker” don’t be afraid to ask 
your reviewer to include that term.

Reviews are absolutely crucial to your Amazon success. They highly influence the 
Amazon search algorithm, and even more importantly, they build trust for potential 
customers. On Amazon if you don’t have reviews, you don’t even exist. 



THE SUPER URL

A. Teach Amazon which keywords to rank you for by using the Super URL  
    tool for inbound traffic
B. Get more out of your direct traffic by using a custom link
C. Select which keywords you want to rotate through in AMZ Tracker

If you have multiple sellers 
selling your product, you can 
put in your merchant ID into 
the tool to rank your product, 
BUT it will ONLY show the 
products that YOU have for 
sale. Not the other sellers on 
the listings :)

By using a custom AMZ Tracker URL to direct traffic to your Amazon 
listing, you can make it appear to Amazon as if these customers 
searched for a specific term before arriving at your page. This is 
teaching Amazon which keywords to rank you for. Learn more about 
the Super URL tool at AMZTracker.Com



NINJA TACTICS AND
OTHER TIPS AND TRICKS

A. Using “special characters” next to the key phrase can in theory cause 
problems for the Amazon search engine. Periods, commas, etc… Avoid 
using these right beside important keyphrases.

B. Use both capitalized and non capital versions of your keywords 

C. Offer Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA). This allows the buyer to use prime 
shipping, which is huge at boosting conversions.

That’s it for now. If you optimize those 9 areas of your product listing, you 

are going to see your rank improve, and your sales are going to grow.

Find out EXACTLY how to implement all of this over the next 14 days 

through our free email course. You’ll get a step-by-step guide to getting 

the most out of your Amazon listing. If you’ve already signed, you’ll 

receive Day 1 in your inbox today.

You can also visit our Amazon seller community at Community.AMZtracker.com 
or find out more about optimization at AMZTracker.Com/KB

Happy Selling,

The AMZTracker.Com Team

If you haven’t yet signed up, 

go to AMZTracker.Com to 

sign up now.

http://community.amztracker.com/
http://www.amztracker.com/kb/
https://www.amztracker.com/
https://www.amztracker.com/

